Hamilton Beach® Six Quart Multifunction Pressure Cooker
Pressure Cook – Delicious results in significantly less
time than traditional cooking methods. It’s no wonder
the pressure cooker has become a must-have in many
home kitchens. Cooking with pressure results in
maximum flavor, requires less liquid to cook and utilizes
a fully sealed pot to trap flavor within. This pressure
cooker has eleven individual function buttons including
beans, rice, whole grains, poultry, meat, casserole, steam
and more. Using the High or Low pressure option, as
well as the additional functions, you can serve perfectly
cooked meals with little time and effort.
Safety First – This pressure cooker is equipped with an
innovative, strategically positioned pressure release
button. The unique design allows you to keep your hand
away from the steam path when manually releasing the
pressure.
True Slow Cook Capabilities – Most pressure cookers
reach the cooking temperature too quickly, making them
less ideal for slow cooking. The Hamilton Beach® MultiFunction Cooker offers traditional Low, Medium, High
and Keep Warm slow cook options.
Simmer, Saute, Steam – The Hamilton Beach® MultiFunction Pressure Cooker provides the functionality of a
pressure cooker, slow cooker, rice cooker, food steamer
and so much more, while only taking up the counter or
storage space of one appliance.
Additional Features – The pressure cooker includes a
delay start option and is designed with a 6-quart nonstick vessel. It comes with a handled roasting rack and
extra gasket.
Delicious Recipes for Any Occasion – From egg bites
or oatmeal in the morning to one-pot chicken and veggie
casserole for dinner, this appliance makes homemade
meals easy. Top it off with a pressure cooker baked
chocolate cake and you’ll wonder why you need an oven
at all.
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DETAILS
Product Name:
Hamilton Beach® Six Quart MultiFunction Pressure Cooker(Model 34500)
MSRP: $89.99
Availability: May 2019
Hamilton Beach®’s 40 years of experience and innovation
in the cooking category, including slow cookers, rice
cookers, multicookers and more, provide the expertise
needed to create high performing multifunctional small
kitchen appliances today. When using a Hamilton Beach
cooker of any kind, consumers will receive accurate results
across every function. Consistently updated control panels
incorporate consumer feedback and unparalleled in-house
product testing. From our first-of-its kind Stay or Go ®
Clips for easy transport, to the use of temperature probes
in slow cooking, Hamilton Beach® has developed more
innovation in the cooking category than any of its
competitors. The 6-Quart Pressure Cooker is one of the
latest in a long line of small kitchen appliances geared
toward getting a home-cooked meal to the table with ease.
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